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"Philosophy is written in this grand book - I mean "Philosophy is written in this grand book - I mean 
the Universe - which stands continually open to the Universe - which stands continually open to 
our gaze, but it cannot be understood unless our gaze, but it cannot be understood unless 
one first learns to comprehend the language one first learns to comprehend the language 
and interpret the characters in which it is and interpret the characters in which it is 
written. It is written in the language of written. It is written in the language of 
mathematics, and its characters are triangles, mathematics, and its characters are triangles, 
circles and other geometrical figures, without circles and other geometrical figures, without 
which it is humanly impossible to understand a which it is humanly impossible to understand a 
single word of it."single word of it."  --    --  Galileo GalileiGalileo Galilei  



    

""Do not worry about your difficulties in Do not worry about your difficulties in 
Mathematics. I can assure you mine are stillMathematics. I can assure you mine are still

greater."greater."  Albert EinsteinAlbert Einstein



    

Existing CoursesExisting Courses

 College Physics I College Physics I 
 Algebra-based mechanics class focusing on motion, Algebra-based mechanics class focusing on motion, 

force, and energyforce, and energy
 4 credits4 credits
 Meets 3 hrs per week with 3-hr labMeets 3 hrs per week with 3-hr lab
 Pre-Reg:  Algebra II and English Comp IPre-Reg:  Algebra II and English Comp I

 Technical Mathematics ITechnical Mathematics I
 College algebra with trigCollege algebra with trig
 4 credits4 credits
 Meets 4 hrs per weekMeets 4 hrs per week
 Pre-Req:  Algebra IIPre-Req:  Algebra II



    

Learning CommunityLearning Community

POWERFUL OUTCOMES is the Learning POWERFUL OUTCOMES is the Learning 
Community in which these courses are Community in which these courses are 

combinedcombined



    

Why a Learning Community?Why a Learning Community?

 To enhance the experience for those technology, pre-engineering, To enhance the experience for those technology, pre-engineering, 
and engineering students taking both Technical Mathematics I and and engineering students taking both Technical Mathematics I and 
College Physics I as either program requirements or pre-College Physics I as either program requirements or pre-
requisites for upper level math and physics coursesrequisites for upper level math and physics courses

 Math concepts will be illustrated and reinforced with physics Math concepts will be illustrated and reinforced with physics 
applicationsapplications

 Physics will be better explained and understood with improved Physics will be better explained and understood with improved 
math skills and understandingmath skills and understanding

 Problem-solving skills will be improved and connections Problem-solving skills will be improved and connections 
between math and physics will be madebetween math and physics will be made



    

Course OrganizationCourse Organization

 8 credits8 credits
 Double block of class time 3 days per weekDouble block of class time 3 days per week
 Co-taught – both faculty in classroomCo-taught – both faculty in classroom
 Separate grades Separate grades 
 Separate exams including finalsSeparate exams including finals
 Integrated homeworkIntegrated homework
 Integrated labsIntegrated labs
 Two booksTwo books



    

Integrating the Two DisciplinesIntegrating the Two Disciplines

 Lab analysis will require both physics and math Lab analysis will require both physics and math 
approachesapproaches

 Lab grade will count in both coursesLab grade will count in both courses

 Homework will consist of pure math problems Homework will consist of pure math problems 
and physics problems which require the and physics problems which require the 
application of the math conceptsapplication of the math concepts

 Lectures and group work will be geared to both Lectures and group work will be geared to both 
disciplinesdisciplines



    

Example of Course MappingExample of Course Mapping

Triangles & Angle Measurement
Trig Functions
Vectors
Quadratic Functions

Motion in Two Dimensions

Linear Functions
Slope
Graphing

Motion in One Dimension

MathPhysics 



    

Lab 1 – Constant VelocityLab 1 – Constant Velocity
OverviewOverview

 Stationary glider accelerated on frictionless air trackStationary glider accelerated on frictionless air track

 Using recorded position and time data, students Using recorded position and time data, students 
calculate displacement and velocity by hand and calculate displacement and velocity by hand and 
using Excel formulasusing Excel formulas

 Students generate two graphs using Excel:  position Students generate two graphs using Excel:  position 
vs. time and velocity vs. timevs. time and velocity vs. time

  
 Students will analyze the graphs and answer Students will analyze the graphs and answer 

questions in both disciplines as part of an overall questions in both disciplines as part of an overall 
written summary of results and conclusionswritten summary of results and conclusions



    

Students Will ….Students Will ….

 PhysicsPhysics
 Identify regions of Identify regions of 

constant and non-constant and non-
constant velocity on constant velocity on 
both graphsboth graphs

 Find max velocityFind max velocity
 Determine if graphs Determine if graphs 

indicate frictionless indicate frictionless 
environmentenvironment

 Understand slope as Understand slope as 
rate of change for each rate of change for each 
graphgraph

 MathMath
 Graph data Graph data 
 Determine domain and Determine domain and 

rangerange
 Find slope of p vs. t Find slope of p vs. t 

graphgraph
 Compare value to v vs. Compare value to v vs. 

t grapht graph
 Find linear functionFind linear function
 Extrapolate positionsExtrapolate positions



    

Glider on Frictionless Air Track Glider on Frictionless Air Track 
Demonstrates Newton’s First Law (Law of Demonstrates Newton’s First Law (Law of 

Inertia)Inertia)



    

Data ChartData Chart



    

Position vs. Time GraphPosition vs. Time Graph



    

Velocity vs. Time GraphVelocity vs. Time Graph



    

““Physics” AnalysisPhysics” Analysis

 Indicate on both graphs where the glider was pushed.Indicate on both graphs where the glider was pushed.

 Did the glider move with a constant velocity when it was not being Did the glider move with a constant velocity when it was not being 
pushed?  Indicate constant velocity on both graphs.pushed?  Indicate constant velocity on both graphs.

 When did the glider have maximum velocity?   Indicate maximum When did the glider have maximum velocity?   Indicate maximum 
velocity on the velocity on the velocity vs. time velocity vs. time graph.  What was the maximum graph.  What was the maximum 
velocity?  velocity?  

 Should maximum velocity have been maintained in a frictionless Should maximum velocity have been maintained in a frictionless 
environment?  Did the air track eliminate all or most of the friction in this environment?  Did the air track eliminate all or most of the friction in this 
experiment?  Does either graph indicate friction in any way?experiment?  Does either graph indicate friction in any way?

 Find the slope of the Find the slope of the position vs. timeposition vs. time graph in the constant velocity  graph in the constant velocity 
region.  According to the graph, what is the magnitude of the slope?  region.  According to the graph, what is the magnitude of the slope?  
Does this magnitude agree with the magnitude of constant velocity on Does this magnitude agree with the magnitude of constant velocity on 
the the velocity vs. timevelocity vs. time graph?  Indicate on the graphs. graph?  Indicate on the graphs.



    

““Math” AnalysisMath” Analysis

 Identify where the slope formula was used.Identify where the slope formula was used.

 What is the relationship between the slope and constant What is the relationship between the slope and constant 
velocity?velocity?

 Identify the domain and range.Identify the domain and range.

 Where does the graph become linear?Where does the graph become linear?

 Given the constant velocity, create a linear position function and Given the constant velocity, create a linear position function and 
find the position of the object at various timesfind the position of the object at various times



    

Student AssessmentStudent Assessment

 Graded lab will includeGraded lab will include
 Cover pageCover page
 Formal written IntroductionFormal written Introduction
 Data SectionData Section
 Lab notesLab notes
 GraphsGraphs
 Sample CalculationsSample Calculations
 Formal Written ConclusionFormal Written Conclusion

 Students will receive a grading rubric in labStudents will receive a grading rubric in lab
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